Abstract.-The existence of multiple likelihood maxima necessitates algorithms that explore a large part of the tree space. However, because of computational constraints, stepwise addition-based tree-searching methods do not allow for this exploration in reasonable time. Here, I present an algorithm that increases the speed at which the likelihood landscape can be explored. The iterative algorithm combines the computational speed of distance-based tree construction methods to arrive at approximations of the global optimum with the accuracy of optimality criterion based branch-swapping methods to improve on the result of the starting tree. The algorithm moves between local optima by iteratively perturbing the tree landscape through a process of reweighting randomly drawn samples of the underlying sequence data set. Tests on simulated and real data sets demonstrated that the optimal solution obtained using stepwise addition-based heuristic searches was found faster using the algorithm presented here. Tests on a previously published data set that established the presence of tree islands under maximum likelihood demonstrated that the algorithm identifies the same tree islands in a shorter amount of time than that needed using stepwise addition. The algorithm can be readily applied using standard software for phylogenetic inference. [Heuristics; maximum likelihood; parsimony ratchet; phylogenetic inference; tree landscapes.]
Algorithms for finding maximum-likelihood trees can sometimes find multiple solutions (Steel, 1994; Rogers and Swofford, 1999; Chor et al., 2000; Salter, 2001) , necessitating algorithms that explore a large part of the tree space. However, because of computational constraints, commonly used stepwise addition-based tree-searching methods do not allow for this exploration in reasonable time. Here, I propose an algorithm that significantly increases the speed at which the likelihood landscape can be explored.
The application of maximum likelihood to tree inference problems (Felsenstein, 1981) has gained wide acceptance (Swofford et al., 1996) . However, the computationally intensive nature of the phylogeny problem (number of possible rooted binary labeled trees = (2n − 3)!/[(n − 2)!2 n−2 ] for n taxa; Felsenstein, 1978a ) is compounded by the fact that calculating any single tree's likelihood score can take considerable time under complex models of sequence evolution. This time problem imposes limits on the size of phylogenies that can be inferred using exhaustive or branch-and-bound search strategies and maximum likelihood, often called the big tree problem. Heuristics are employed as feasible alternative search strategies. Typically, such searches are composed of a mixture of global and local optimization routines. A search commences by constructing starting trees using stepwise addition and subsequently employs a rearrangement (branch swapping) algorithm to locally improve on the starting tree's topology. Rearrangements are accepted when the fit is improved. Although some novel search algorithms under maximum likelihood allow for nonsignificant decreases in tree score (Salter and Pearl, 2001) , the usual mode of operation is that only increases in tree score are allowed, i.e., for hill-climbing strategies, the only way is up. If none of the possible rearrangements from a given tree improve upon the result, the search terminates.
Hill-climbing strategies work under the assumption that tree scores are distributed in clusters over the tree space when tree space is represented as a network with closely related tree shapes in the same vicinity (Hendy et al., 1988) . This property is both the strength and the weakness of rearrangement algorithms: to guarantee that hill-climbing strategies find the global optimum, the optimality landscape must be unimodal, such that any local optimum is also the global one. Under maximum parsimony, this condition often is not met (Maddison, 1991) . The resulting local optima (tree islands, or locally optimal trees that form a connected set) may lead to deceiving results during heuristic searches. The likelihood landscape has not been thoroughly characterized as of yet, but theoretical evidence (Steel, 1994) and empirical evidence using simulated (Rogers and Swofford, 1999; Chor et al., 2000) and real (Salter, 2001 ) data has indicated that multiple maxima also exist under maximum likelihood. Therefore, heuristic searches through solution space should take the possibility of a multimodal tree landscape into account by starting hill-climbing replicates from disparate points in the tree space. In this context, a commonly used strategy is stepwise addition of sequences in a random input order, which results in different starting points between search replicates. The construction of starting trees using stepwise addition for large numbers of taxa under maximum likelihood is a time-consuming process. The alternative, starting with random trees, saves little because random trees are expected to be so far from any optimum that an excessive number of swaps and subsequent likelihood fits result. An alternative approach to obtain approximations of the global optimum more rapidly is found in algorithmic methods such as neighbor joining (NJ; Saitou and Nei, 1987) . A drawback of such distance tree algorithms is that the same tree is obtained irrespective of the input order of sequences, so this approach cannot be used to obtain starting points from which different regions of a multimodal optimality landscape can be reached.
For parsimony searches, additional tree-searching strategies to mitigate against tree island problems have been developed (Goloboff, 1999; Nixon, 1999; Ota and Li, 2000 , 2001) . Some of these strategies rely on iterative perturbations of the tree landscape to escape from local optima (Nixon, 1999; Quicke et al., 2001 ). For example, by reweighting a random sample drawn from the data set, a tree island may no longer be locally optimal and the search may continue uphill. After reaching a new optimum, the algorithm reverts to the initial weighting scheme and the search continues, in the hope that it is out of the reach of the original local optimum. The advantages of this strategy (known as the parsimony ratchet; Nixon, 1999) are that reweighted hill-climbing cycles preserve some of the original phylogenetic signal (rather than losing it entirely as is the case when random starting trees are used) but greatly reduce the time spent in stepwise addition.
Parsimony ratchet approaches are implemented in DADA (Nixon, 1998) WinClada/NONA (Goloboff, 1993 (Goloboff, -2000 Nixon, 1999) , TNT (Goloboff, 1999) , and POY (Giribet, 2001; Gladstein and Wheeler, 2001; Janies and Wheeler, 2001 ). Ratcheting techniques have been used with success in supertree construction (Jones et al., 2002) and in phylogenetic inference using morphological data sets (Quicke et al., 2001; Faivovich, 2002; Fontal-Cazalla et al., 2002) , molecular data sets (Malia et al., 2002; Simmons et al., 2002) , and combined molecular and morphological data sets (Giribet et al., 2002) . Here, I propose a simple method that expands some of the concepts of this strategy to the likelihood framework.
THE LIKELIHOOD RATCHET
The algorithm proposed here extends the concept of the parsimony ratchet (Nixon, 1999) to phylogenetic inference under maximum likelihood, with the likelihood ratchet. The steps of the algorithm are outlined in Figure 1: 1. A tree is generated using a fast distance algorithm (e.g., NJ). 2. This tree is used as a starting tree in a standard heuristic branch-swapping routine (e.g. NNI, SPR, or TBR). The search continues until it converges on an optimum. Alternatively, a time limit or a maximum number of rearrangements can be specified after which point the search terminates and the optimal solution for this iteration is stored. 3. A random sample drawn from the data set is reweighted. This step will change the tree landscape and allow the search to move away from the optimum of step 2. 4. A distance tree based on the reweighted data is constructed. 5. The original weighting scheme is restored. The tree from step 4 is used as a starting tree in a standard heuristic branch-swapping routine. The search continues until it converges on an optimum. Alternatively, a time limit or a maximum number of rearrangements can be specified after which point the search terminates and the optimal solution for this iteration is stored. 6. The search returns to step 3. Steps 3-5 are repeated until a predefined number of iterations is reached. 7. When the predefined number of iterations is reached, the optimal solution(s) from among all iterations is selected.
The rationale for steps 3-5 is that to escape from local optima a perturbation of the tree landscape may turn "hills" into "valleys" and vice versa, such that a search that has converged on an optimum can escape from it while retaining much of the phylogenetic signal already identified. A different set of randomly sampled characters is drawn during each iteration because if the same set of characters is reweighted in the same way each time, the search could cycle between two local optima, one in the unweighted landscape and one in the reweighted landscape.
The likelihood ratchet algorithm is readily implemented using a modified input file for PAUPRat (Sikes and Lewis, 2001 ). The input file contains instructions for reweighted sample size, number of iterations, model of sequence evolution applicable, and additional options for the branch-swapping cycles (e.g., branchswapping algorithm and time or rearrangement limits per iteration). Based on the settings in the input file, PAUPRat constructs a script file that is executed in PAUP* (Swofford, 2002) in combination with the aligned sequence data set in NEXUS (Maddison et al., 1997) format. (An example of a likelihood ratchet input file can be obtained from http://www.sfu.ca/∼rvosa/ likelihoodratchet.)
The weighting scheme used in this study is the default "uniform" setting of PAUPRat (Sikes and Lewis, 2001 ). Under this scheme, the initial weight of all characters is set to 1 (other options are "additive" and "multiply," both of which preserve a priori defined weighting schemes such as codon position weighting, although they differ in their upweighting methods). A user-defined percentage of characters is drawn with replacement from the data. To the initial weight of each character chosen, an additional weight of 1 is added. Because characters are sampled with replacement, some characters may have their weights adjusted multiple times. For example, for 100 characters and an initially defined percentage of 25, the number of characters to sample would be set to nmod(0.25*100) = 25 (where nmod is the modulo, i.e., the result of a division rounded down to the nearest integer), and a loop would be executed 25 times. Each time through this loop, one character is drawn at random, and its weight is increased by 1. Through this process, it two characters can be selected for reweighting twice, resulting in two characters with weight 3 and 21 characters with weight 2. Thus, only 23 characters (not 25) will have weights >1 because two characters were chosen twice for reweighting (Lewis, pers. comm.) .
In the hypothetical case where none of the data are reweighted between cycles, each iteration starts out from the same NJ tree. The likelihood landscape may be structured in such a way that this starting tree is incongruent with the generating tree, e.g., because of long-branch attraction (Felsenstein, 1978b; Huelsenbeck and Hillis, 1993; Huelsenbeck, 1995) and it is located on or near a local optimum such that branch swapping will not allow escape. Searches will consistently converge on a wrong result in this scenario (Fig. 2a) . As the reweighted sample size increases, starting trees will become different such that the probability of consistently converging on the same suboptimal solution in a multimodal likelihood landscape decreases (Fig. 2b) . However, after a certain point the data will be reweighted to such an extent that the time used during branch swapping to make up for the suboptimal topology of the starting tree will take longer than constructing a starting tree using stepwise addition, in which case the purpose of the ratchet is defeated (Fig. 2c) .
In the extreme case where the weighting scheme is altered such that the reweighted landscape loses all similarity with the original landscape, each iteration will effectively start out from random starting trees, in which case many branch-swapping cycles have to take place before reasonable results are obtained. Nonetheless, searches will not consistently converge on the wrong solution, if given enough time and enough iterations.
TESTS OF CONCEPT
To assess the performance of the likelihood ratchet algorithm relative to standard tree searching methods, I (1) compared the time needed by the likelihood ratchet to converge or improve on the optimal result obtained by a standard stepwise addition-based search method on a DNA internal transcribed spacer (ITS) data set for 62 taxa, (2) measured the time until FIGURE 2. Escaping from local optima by changing the tree landscape. The x-axis represents a hypothetical tree space. Points near each other on this axis represent trees that are in the same vicinity in terms of the number of rearrangements needed to go from one tree to the next. The y-axis represents the fit of the trees to the data, in this case the log likelihood (−ln L). The dotted area represents the set of trees from which only the locally optimal tree 1 can be reached. The hatched area represents the set of trees from which the global optimum (tree 3) can be reached. The dashed line represents changed tree landscapes obtained by reweighting. Although the analogy of a tree landscape may hold to a certain extent for the case of maximum likelihood, it does not hold for distance algorithms. The reweighted starting trees in (a-c), albeit obtained by distance methods, are therefore identified within tree landscapes under maximum likelihood given the same weighting scheme and substitution model used to construct the distance trees. (a) The reweighted landscape is structured such that starting tree 2 obtained from it will lead the search back to locally optimal tree 1. (b, c) As the percentage of reweighted sites is increased, starting trees (tree 2) may be obtained that allow the search to move towards the global optimum. Depending on the structure of the reweighted landscape this is done in a more (b) or less (c) efficient way.
convergence on the generating tree for the likelihood ratchet algorithm and standard stepwise addition-based search methods on simulated data sets, and (3) tested the extent to which the likelihood ratchet explores tree space and effectively identifies known tree islands 2003 VOS-THE LIKELIHOOD RATCHET 371 from Salter's data set of 30 papillomavirus sequences (Salter, 2001) . (Full results from these benchmarks can be found on www.sfu.ca/∼rvosa/likelihoodratchet.) All searches were given top CPU priority on empty nodes on a Beowulf cluster with 1.2 GHz AMD CPUs running PAUP* 4b10x86 under Linux.
Search Time Comparisons
To compare search times between the likelihood ratchet and standard heuristic search strategies, I used a 581-base pair (bp) ITS data set for 62 bilimulid land snail taxa (supplied by Christine Parent and available from http://www.sfu.ca/∼rvosa/likelihoodratchet). The data set contained low levels of average pairwise sequence divergence (∼3.42% per site) and modest phylogenetic signal (g 1 = −0.86). One of five replicated heuristic searches using stepwise addition to generate starting trees returned the optimal log likelihood result for this strategy (−ln L = 2897.84772) after 60 hr, 28 min, and 56 sec of CPU time. This search was designed to perform 200 replicates with a time limit of 1,080 sec/replicate.
For the ratchet analysis of the ITS data set, I ran 10 ratchet searches ranging in reweighted sample sizes from 5% to 50%. A likelihood ratchet search consisting of 200 iterations with the same time limit per iteration as the stepwise addition-based searches and 10% reweighted sites needed only 24 hr, 23 min, and 15 sec to surpass (−ln L = 2897.69274) the previous result. This finding and results from earlier experimentation (data not shown) suggest that reweighting percentages should be fairly low. However, there is no reason to assume that the likelihood landscape for the ITS data set is particularly complex. Other data sets assumed to be more complex were analyzed using higher percentages of reweighted characters.
Inferring the Generating Tree
To compare the search time until convergence on the generating tree between the likelihood ratchet algorithm and standard stepwise addition-based search methods, I ran a series of time-limited searches using the likelihood ratchet and an equivalent series using standard stepwise addition-based heuristic searching for a single 64-taxon pectinately branching nonultrametric model tree. To provoke long-branch attraction and thus increase the complexity of the likelihood landscape, I made the terminal branches approximately 15 times longer than the internal branches (0.9375 versus 0.0645, respectively). On this tree, I simulated five 1,000-character sequence data sets using Seq-Gen 1.2.5 (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) . The data sets were simulated under the JC69 model of sequence evolution (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) . For the first data set, I multiplied all branch lengths by 0.1, such that the probability of internodal change was approximately 0.0064 per site for the internal branches and approximately 0.0937 per site for the terminal branches. For the subsequent data sets, I multiplied the branch lengths by 0.2-0.5. The simulated data sets were created with the intention of obtaining more complex data sets, which is why I decided to increase the percentage of reweighted characters for the analysis of these data sets.
The ratchet consisted of 200 iterations on each of the data sets. Starting trees were constructed using NJ. During each reweighted cycle, a random sample of 15% of the total data set was drawn. Characters were reweighted along the same ratio as described earlier.
A time limit of 200 sec/iteration was imposed, and the JC69 substitution model and the TBR branch-swapping algorithm were used.
I compared the results with heuristic searches that consisted of 200 replicates that used for each replicate the starting trees obtained using stepwise addition. The input order of the sequences was randomized at the start of each stepwise addition replicate. For these searches, I used the same substitution model and branch-swapping algorithm as that used by the likelihood ratchet. A time limit of 200 sec of branch swapping per replicate was imposed. This limit did not include the time needed to construct the initial starting tree, which can be substantial for stepwise addition (ranging between on average 10 min/replicate for the least saturated data set to about 20 min/replicate for the most saturated data set).
I used the optimal solution obtained across the full 200 replicates of the stepwise addition searches as a benchmark. The likelihood ratchet algorithm converged faster on this result than did the stepwise addition searches. In the case where branch lengths were multiplied by 0.1 (the least saturated data set), the algorithm converged within 1 min on a solution that took the stepwise addition search 15 min and 47 sec to find. The optimal solution for the most saturated data set that took >22 min to find using stepwise addition was found within 3 min using the ratchet algorithm. For the two least saturated data sets, the generating tree was successfully returned by the likelihood ratchet and the stepwise addition searches. For the more saturated data sets, the maximum likelihood trees obtained were still different from the generating tree, highlighting the difficulty of the problem. Because the objective for the analysis of the simulated data sets was to determine whether the likelihood ratchet could successfully return known trees, which it did where it was reasonable to expect it could, no further work was done to optimize the algorithm.
Tree Landscape Exploration I downloaded a 30-taxon 1,382-bp papillomavirus sequence data set from which all insertions and deletions have been removed (ftp://ag.arizona.edu/dept/ systbiol/issues/50 6/Salter.nexus). The first 449 bp of this data set consists of a long string of identical nucleotides. Cross referencing the sequences with GenBank through a BLAST search revealed that this part of the data set is an artifact, so I removed it. From the nucleotide 450 onward, the data set contains high levels of average pairwise sequence divergence (∼45.9%/site). However, with a g 1 skewness of −1.264 the phylogenetic signal is fairly high.
With this data set, I ran a likelihood ratchet search consisting of 200 iterations, 300 sec/iteration. To perturb the 372 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 52 tree landscape, the algorithm drew a random sample of about 30% of the total data set. Out of this sample, about 90% of the characters had weight 2, about 9% had weight 3, and about 1% had weight 4 (exact numbers fluctuated between iterations but are available on request). I chose the 30% reweighted characters setting for the papillomavirus data set because the likelihood landscape for this data set is known to be complex. Under maximum likelihood using a transition/transversion ratio of 2.0, no clock assumption, and NNI branch swapping, the tree landscape for the papillomavirus data set contains at least three unique islands (Salter, 2001) . I selected this data set for analysis to asses whether the likelihood ratchet explores the landscape in such a way that it can identify different islands and move away from them. To facilitate that evaluation, a higher percentage of characters than used in the other studies was selected for reweighting. Because the algorithm outperformed the standard stepwise addition searches, no further work was done to optimize its settings. I compared the results with those obtained by a heuristic search using stepwise addition. This search consisted of 200 replicates with a time limit of 300 sec/replicate.
For both searches, I used the same substitution model as outlined by Salter (2001) . To identify the islands, I used NNI as the branch swapping algorithm. The ratchet algorithm took 1 hr, 1 min, and 47 sec to identify the same two islands that took 3 hr, 57 min, and 21 sec using the stepwise addition search method. Neither one of the methods identified the third island within the given time frame.
DISCUSSION
As for any search technique, the complexity of the model used, its fit to the generating function, and the tree shape will all affect the efficiency. Results may vary and therefore should be treated with caution. Further work is needed to (1) determine how search time for the likelihood ratchet scales with the number of taxa, (2) determine the optimal percentage of sites to modify, (3) determine how reweighting schemes interact with userdefined character sets such as codon positions, (4) determine whether aspects of the data set itself (e.g., some measure of phylogenetic signal obtained directly from the data) can be used to optimize its implementation, and (5) compare these sorts of searches to other search strategies, such as hot-swapping in the Bayesian framework (Heulsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) , besides the standard stepwise addition method. It is conceivable that ratchetlike approaches may do a better job here, too.
The results presented in this study suggest that randomly reweighted NJ starting trees can be profitably used as a starting point to explore the likelihood landscape for large numbers of taxa. The results obtained using the likelihood ratchet are similar to or better than those obtained using stepwise addition-based starting trees and can be obtained in less time. The trade-off in search time between using reweighted suboptimal NJ starting trees combined with subsequent hill-climbing compares favorably with that of stepwise addition and hill-climbing, especially in data sets with little phylogenetic signal, measured as tree score distribution skewness.
